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I- Comprehension (6 marks):
The text:

Since it’s the winter holiday, the Jackson’s family decided to go on a trip to

TABARKA to enjoy the snowy weather there. They are English but they live in

Tunisia because they are English teachers.

The weather in TABARKA is very cold in winter, rainy and sometimes snowy.

The two siblings Jack and Martha will play snowboarding because it’s their

favourite activity. The parents also will enjoy their time with ice-skating.

When it is snowy, their family will build a snowman and throw each other with

snow as well. They are very excited to go on the trip tomorrow because they will

have a lot of time together!

1/ Write TRUE or FALSE : (2 marks)

a/ The children love playing with the snow. ………..

b/ The family is in TABARKA now.                              ………..

c/ The weather in TABARKA is cold and cloudy.      ………..

d/ The mother’s favourite activity is skating.              ………..

2/ Complete with words from the text: (2 marks)

The Jacksons’  ……………….. spend the winter holiday in TABARKA. Because they

will spend ………………… time together and also they will ………………. each other with

………………… .

3/ Complete the table below: (2 marks)

Who When Where Favourite Hobbies
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II- Language (8 marks)
1/ Complete with words from the box bellow: (3 marks)

holiday swim school reasons beach season

My favourite …………..… ever is summer because of many ……………... . It’s first, the

summer………………… and we don’t go to  ………………… . In addition to that we go to

the……………… where we can play different games and also………………… in the sea.

2/ Match each season with the suitable activity: (2 marks)

1- Summer a- Collecting flowers and catching butterflies . 1+ ….....

2- Winter b- Playing skiing. 2+ ….…..

3- Spring c- Flying kites. 3+ ……….

4- Autumn d- Playing football matches at the beach. 4+ ……….

3/ Put the verbs in brackets in the right tense (Future/ Present Simple) :

(3marks)

There (be) ……………… many activities that I (do) ………………. next spring holiday. To

start with, the weather (be) ………………. warm and fine and also there (be) ……………….

beautiful butterflies and wonderful flowers. Besides, everyone (go) ………………. on

picnics to (enjoy) ………………. their time together.

III- Writing (6 marks)
1- Reorder the scrambled words to get meaningful sentences: (2 marks)

A- very - weather – Winter - be – the - cold – will - in.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

B-  don’t  –  I  –  ice skating - playing - like .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

C- Summer - finally – it’s – holiday - the .

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

D- than - other - bigger - the - is - house – This.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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2- Topic (4 marks)

Your pen friend wants to come to Tunisia next summer holiday. Write him an

e-mail to tell him about the weather during summer and also about the wonderful

places and activities you do in this season. Don‘t forget to tell him/her if you like it

or not. (4 marks)

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Good luck kids!

Miss. Rania
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